Is there a rationale to use highly cross-linked polyethylene in posterior—stabilized total knee arthroplasty?
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The use of highly cross-linked polyethylene (HXLPE) in total knee arthroplasty (TKA) is controversial (1).

The concept behind the development of HXPLE in total hip arthroplasty was to reduce wear and to prolong the implant survival. While plastic wear and secondary osteolysis is a main concern in total hip arthroplasty its impact on longevity of total knee arthroplasties is less clear. Aseptic loosening is the main reason for failure of total knee replacement and accounts for around one-third of all revisions (2,3). Other early failure mechanisms are infection, instability and stiffness (2). Wear induced osteolysis is not encountered until more than 15 years after the initial surgery and is not considered a main cause for revision TKA (2).

HXLPE is a modification of standard polyethylene (PE) (4). Irradiation initiates free radicals that promote cross-linking and results in a higher density PE. In a further melting step attempts are made to eliminate remaining free radicals to improve the resistance to oxidation. HXPLE is more resistant to adhesive and abrasive wear (1). However, HXPLE has decreased toughness, ductility and resistance to fatigue and fractures. If residual free radicals are not destroyed by post radiation treatment, HXPLE has an increased propensity to oxidative breakdown (1). Especially the first generation of HXPLE is at increased risk. Therefore manufacturers tried to improve the characteristics of the second-generation HXPLE by sequential irradiation and annealing or by utilizing antioxidants like vitamin E.

The benefit of HXLPE has been confirmed for total hip arthroplasty (5). However the PE bearing in hip and knee arthroplasty is exposed to different biomechanical loads. The hip suffers from abrasive and adhesive wear in a highly conformed ball in socket articulation, while, the knee is exposed to shear forces and point contact loads because of its round (femoral condyle) on flat (tibial insert) design. Besides the point loading of the bearing surface there are additional areas with increased mechanical stresses including the tibial post and the insert locking mechanism (6).

Most supporting evidence for HXPLE in knee arthroplasty is derived from in vitro wear simulator studies that are showing a reduction of wear up to 60% (7). Although laboratory tests are essential for the development of new materials, in vitro studies should only be applied with caution. In vitro studies assume an optimal alignment and ligament balance, and primarily test for abrasive and adhesive wear. In addition in vitro studies don’t include third body wear (cement particle) and wear simulators do not perfectly reflect the kinematics of the normal knee. In the past catastrophic failures of PE that tested well in vitro have been encountered and should increase our caution when implementing new materials based on in vivo test results alone (8).

Is there any in vivo evidence supporting the use of HXPLE? A clinical study about particles in the synovial fluid one year after surgery could not find any difference in number, size and shape of the PE particles between standard PE and HXPLE (9). Kim et al. investigated the clinical and radiographic differences between highly cross-linked (XLPE) and conventional PE in 308 patients 5 years after bilateral posterior cruciate substituting TKA—and did not report a difference in outcome nor revision rate (10). There are other short and mid term studies that show no difference in outcome between the two materials (6,11,12).

Since HXPLE reduces the fracture toughness tibial...
post fracture has been a main concern in posterior stabilized knee arthroplasty. Tibial post fractures have been documented in several studies with standard PE and HXPLE (13-16). Ansari et al. (15) reported on two cases of post fractures with inserts made of moderate cross-linked PE. Two failure mechanisms have been suggested: reduced mechanical properties of HXPLE increase the risk of tibial post fracture and oxidation of the HXPLE over time can increase the fracture risk.

Beside the problems of using in vivo studies to predict in vitro performance there are a number of concerns with the current clinical studies. All reports lack long term follow up beyond 10 years (2). In addition the sample size is rather small suggesting that they might be underpowered to detect certain failure modes like tibial post fracture. Furthermore most studies include a high percentage of normal weight women. Kim et al. (10) report on 288 women and only 20 men and did not include patients with a BMI above 40 kg/m².

Is there a good reason to consider HXPLE in primary total knee arthroplasty? There is little doubt that today’s patients are younger and request a more active life style and it can be argued that conventional PE might not be the optimal bearing for these patients. However, the history of orthopedics has its fair share of disastrous failures of well-meant implant “improvements”. Especially considering our recent experience with metal on metal bearings in total hip arthroplasty I recommend applying caution when using HXPLE in knee arthroplasty. HXPLE has not shown any clinical benefits, is more expensive and has not been adequately tested in obese and young active male patients (1,17). Its unrestricted use cannot be encouraged.
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